Happy Birthday Marshall
My best wishes to you, Marshall,
My heart is full of thanks to Allah (God), that He gave us you, to help us to find such
a clear and detailed explanation to practice peace in life!To find and express, who we
really are.
1.00000000000 thanks
for your engagement, and I pray to God for your best here and in the hereafter.
Sandra from Rhein-Sieg-Kreis, Germany
Many many thanks from the bottom of my heart for NVC! A great treasure for humanbeing! Many happy returns! From Russia with love. Yulia
Dear MarshalL, thanks for you are doing! NVC is a great impact into my life. Warm
wishes and stay at great health till the 100+! Heart to heart, Marina.
Dear Marshall,
huge birthday-bear-hug!!So much gratitude and joy in my heart for all I recieved from
you. Sending you the kind of humour you enjoy and lots of Geborgenheit.
Karla Germany
I hope you can live more 80... Thanks a lot for all blessings you have just brought to
my life! Ana Paula - Itanhaém/São Paulo (Brazil)

Living in the same time of Dr. Marshall makes me feel blessed! Thank you Dr.
Marshall and have a Happy Birthday!
Sylvia, from São Paulo, Brazil.
Dear Marshall,
enjoy your special day and many thanks for your brave approach and trust in
mankind!
All the best, Wibke

Marshall, You are 80!!
Thank you for sharing the keys to
unlock hearts. Wishing you joy and
fun times.
Christa Morf, Maui, Hawaii
P.S. Warm wishes from Ruth Wenger
Switzerland
Love, Honour and Respect to you Marshall!
NVC has a great impact on my life and I want to be a living encouragement to others!
Hugs and kisses,
Conny from Augsburg, Germany
Rainbow Marshall, Go where you wanna go and do what you wanna do ‘cause love

will guide you home.
Baby Giraffe sister from Berlin is happy that you are in this world. Inspiration!
Congratulations, dear Marshall! Wishing you love, health and happiness.
Full of deep gratitude for your gift to the world that changed my life I'm sending you
and Valentina a warm hug,
Cornelia Timm (Conny) from Germany

Dear Marshall,
thanks for you, all the time you spent exploring new ways and the time you spent
with people willing to learn from you!
I would like you to know, that NVC is going to be part of the curriculum of the
Austrian teachers education from 2015 on. So, that's just one of many signs, that
your life and work still have an impact on the world we all live in.
Happy Birthday!
Gabriele Grunt
Vienna/Austria
some people make the world a better place just by being in it.Marshall,you are one of
those. My world has become so much more full of joy since I met you.And I have
seen people transform from anxious, dejected people to people whose radiant smile
just became contagious after they had begun hearing tour words. happy birthday!
sending you deep felt love
Dear Marshall,
In every moment, I can have peace in my heart, peace of mind and peace in my
relationship with others when I live my spiritual practice called NVC or From Now
On...
Thank you for the precious gift of your work and the profound, peaceful impact on my
life!
Kindest regards and blessings,
Taylor Duvall
USA/UK

Happy Birthday Dear Marshall Your vision is very inspiring for me.
Many thanks for your Non violent Communication!
a.roders@ziggo.nl
happy 80th birthday Marshall!!!
i am forever grateful for developing the NVC. i have a strong need for awareness and
growth and this model of communication has been very effective in this regard.
i wish u all the best. may the divine spirit will fulfill all ur dreams :)

Dear Marshall, I think of you with love and gratitude. Thank you so much for
embodying unconditional love. This is my practice, my prayer and my life's aspiration
since I met you.
With love, Myra
Myra Walden, West Chicago, IL
Lieber Marshall,
nichts hat mein Leben so bereichert und verändert als Du + die GFK.
Ich beginne mich und das Leben zu lieben.
God bless you!
Christa aus Deutschland
it is truly amazing to me, the doors in my conscious heart that you've opened. and
the process continues. I wonder how you could know the love and gratitude that
circles the planet, how could you take that all in? My hope is that you can. and then
again, could the words be found to truly express the far reaching impact of your life
and the honor it is to know you?
with wonder, love and gratitude, Turiya

Happy Birthday Marshall!
Thank you deeply for everything that you brought into the world. You changed so
many lifes from violence to non violence. Since I heard from nvc, I can be more
nicely to my self an to my children and family. I am grateful very single day.
In gratitude
Martina from Austria
today is a day of celebration. I feel honoured to have met you and to have been
inspired and touched by your light. Just as I trust that I and many others have
touched you with their light, some in more , others in less tangible ways. Wherever
you are today I send you thoughts of love, care, tenderness and gratitude and
believe they will reach your heart in a magic sort of way.
I include in my thoughts Valentina and all your dear ones.
Namaste
Sylvie (Hörning from Basel Switzerland)
Dear Marshall,
thank you for the idea of one way to better understanding of myself, people I love or
support - sto lat! Katarzyna

Wishing you a happy start to a new year of YOU Marshall!
Parabéns pelo seu aniversário e pelo seu maravilhoso trabalho.
Gratidão!

Aparecida Favoreto

Thank you, dear Marshall, for bringing NVC into my life and for confirming a way of
life that I have always longed for!
Happy Birthday!
Yan-Christoph
Cologne
Germany
Happy Birthday Marshall!
Hope you had a great day with the ones you love!!!
Blessing,love, health and wisdom,
Leila from Ulm, Germany
Dear Marshall,
Thanks for:
Loving Life, Living Love.
Warmly, Jan Carel
Dear Marshall,
Happy 80th!
Thank you so much for enriching my life! NVC has changed my life for the better!
Again, thank you.
Alexis Ziebula
Wiesbaden, Germany
NVC was and is one of the big wonders of my life!
Thank you, Marshall, from all of my heart!
Christina
Munich, Germany
Dear Marshall
Happy Birthday From India.
Deep Gratitude to you and Valentina for the beautiful gift.
Love
Aniruddha India
Today 80 years ago a special teacher and friend was born whose vision I so
appreciate and share with thanks and love SARA X
Aloha from Seoul where we celebrated your birthday with joy and inspiration! The
Korean center is an inspiration!
Now we head to Japan to plant more seeds of peace...

Love and a deep bow of gratitude!
Jim Manske
Dear Marshall,
Before I came across NVC and met you I experienced my life as a battle. Now I have
'come to terms' with myself and experience my life as a gift. Thank you so much for
helping me making this change in mindset!
Warmly, Silvia Richter-Kaupp
Happy birthday, dear Marshall,
Having you in my life has made me so much more hopefull, relaxed, passionate
about sharing NVC, aligned with my values and happy!
For ever grateful, Antowi Wibbelink, NL (Swiss IIT 8-2006)
Congratulations Marshall, everything good that your walk; I just have to thank you
really like your book, I attended a lecture by YouTube and liked her a lot.
João Gabriel C.O. Ribeiro
SÃO PAULO SP
Brasil
Dear Marshall,
Thanks for changing my life.
Alexandra, Germany
Happy birthday dear Marshall,
your name, work and Books are mentioned by me in all my classes and seminars
nearly every day.
My life is much more better because of you.
Warm hugs from Doris,
Germany
Dear Marshall, we never will forget, how you said on the IIT, while working with us on
a healing session about our children: If you want to be happy, don't have children :-)
For your birthday we wish you a lovely time of aliveliness and celebration, we hope,
you are still in good contact with your humour, all the best from Thomas and Nicola,
Austria
Happy Birthday Marshall,
I hope you are at peace and want you to know you changed my life and many lives
that I know of personally.
Deep gratitude
with love
Glyn from Australia
NVC is one of my most important strategies to meet my needs for connection and
inner growth. I am very grateful for this gift.
I celebrate with you your 80th birthday.
Warmly

Gerhard Lorenz
Karlsruhe, Germany
Celebrating YOU Marshall. The world and my life in particular, is greatly expanded
and enriched for your wonderful gift of NVC. May we embrace this more and more
quickly. May we all see the power of your dreams and hopes fulfilled.
Linda Rysenbry, Sydney, Australia
Hey man!! You´ve inspired me to change a lot! It´s so delicious! After NVC I´m not
just a "nice guy" I´m what I wanna be that can including a "nice guy". This is real nice
for me! Greetings and hugs from Brasil! David
Thank you for Your teaching and sharing Your knowledge!
Elisabeth from Karlsruhe Germany

Happy Birthday Mr. Marschall Rosenberg,
thank you for being, and sharing your steps and vision
Sylvester Namasté
Dear Marshall,
Its been 12 years and NVC is still the cornerstone of my life. I am so celebrating your
contribution to improving all my relationships!

!רוזנברג מרשאל טוב מזל
Mazal Tov Marshal! :)
in the name of the rapidly growing and deeply thankful Israeli NVC community
I wish you many more years of healing insights to share, with perfect health and
happines,
Elad Omer
Dear Marshall - Happy 80th birthday from us! Thanks so much for all your insights
and practical experience.
All good wishes Marian and Lane Moore
Sending my love and warm wishes on your special day, MarshallStill teaching and practicing NVC! It is a part of who I am!
Love,
Donna Steckal, Ph.D.
See scooter & mascot-bought for myself on my birthday this year!
Happy Birthday Marshall from us! Thank you for everything.
Marian and Lane Moore
sabukuru Nziza Marshall.
Imana ikomeze ibongerere iminsi n'ibyiza.

Dunia Hategekimana

Dear Marshall,
Happy Birthday! I am extremely grateful for having met you and learned NVC. It has
changed my life as I came in touch with my need to contribute in a meaningful way.
Many, many thanks!
May you be well!
May you be happy!
May you be safe!
Christine W

Dear Marshall,
Congratulations for you ! Hope you will share you wisdom with us for some years
more !!!
warm regards, Maria Zegers
Happy Birthday Marshall,
You have enriched my life by creating a method that has allowed me to be more
attuned to my own inner world as well as others. I now have tools to communicate
and understand and be understood in ways I was not previously able to. Knowing
and teaching NVC gives me hope that we can change the way we see ourselves and
others and perhaps live in a more connected and accepting world.
With deep, deep gratitude,
Rachel
NYC, USA

Dear Marshall,
Happy birthday!
Marilene Lara
(Brazil)

Happy birthday, Marshall!
I first "met" you by reading your book and I was touched and inspired by your
wisdom, humor and warmth and still I am.
I'm very grateful for the gift of NVC, which helps me coming into a deeper contact
with myself and other people.
Thank you!
XOX Ursula Kanacher, Germany
Dear Marshall

Grateful that you showed me how to rebuild the broken bridge. And for encouraging
me to show my vulnerability.
Wishing that you can feel all the warmth and love towards you.
Susanne Kraft, Mooseurach

Dear Marshall,
love and gratitude to your 80th birthday!
May you and Valentina have joyful and healthy years together. I remember our time
since 2004 in the trainerteam in Switzerland and celebrate so much you gave me for
meaning in my life and every step to social change.
With care - Gabi Lindemann from Germany

parabéns Marshall pelo dia do seu nascimento, eu sou especialmente grata pela sua
vida!
Flavia Penido
São José dos Campos- Brasil
[Brasil] [CNV]

Dear Mr. Rosenberg,
Happy birthday and thanks for the NVC
Aydin, Karlsruhe, Germany
Thank you, Marshall the gift of NVC you contributed to the world. I'm so grateful
having met you personally at the last IIT you were personally present.
Peter - Vienna,Austria

Dear Marshall,
happy birthday!!!!
Thank you for enriching my life with your personal experiences by learning and
sharing NVC!!
Andrea from Austria
Dear Marshall,
hard to even put in words how you have enriched my life!!
Nobody ever had the same deep effect on me as you had, when I first met you in a
workshop in Frankfurt in 2005. My life has changed completely, I have changed
completely. 9 years and almost 300 days of NVC workshops later I am a full time nvc
trainer and coach, have stopped my job, can feel and see myself and the world
differently and can not imagine where I would be, had I not met you back then!
A huge gratitude to you, thanks for your contribution to the world, you make a HUGE
difference!!
With love and appreciation
Jürgen Engel
Frankfurt, Germany

Dear Marshall,
Happy birthday!
Thank you from the depth of my heart for what you give us, for your vision, for your
inspiration and you steadfastness in showing us how to live from the space of the
needs, and how to be with one another from that space. With love, Martine from
Belgium
thank you dear marshall rosenberg for bringing nvc into my life.happy birthday
sissy o.from austria
Gaia
Italia

Dear Marshall, I'm a little sad, that I didn't met you personally. Anyway you and your
ideas are with me every day, you and nvc changed my live, my relationships, my
heart an my job related concerns. I am very thankful and send my deepest and best
wishes to you and your family. Thank you, Sonja (Cologne)

Dear Marshall
to your birthday I want to express my gratitude for you and the many people that
brought NVC into the world - it helped me so much to life more nonviolently and to
find more inner peace in my life :-)
And I'm sad that we cannot communicate with you anymore and that you can't take
in all these postings...
Farewell for your journey here on earth and beyond! :-)
Volkmar Richter
(Bochum, Germany
Happy belated Birthday wishes, thanks for connecting me to my inner being and the
life within me and all around me.
Matthias, Frankfurt, Germany
Happy bithday dear Marshall! I feel blessed to have met you. NVC has changed my
life. It is the gift you gave me and it encreases when I give it to others. This brings so
much sense into my life! My gratitude is immense! Marianne from Switzerland
Happy birthday Marshall! I have sunflowers on my table in your honour :). Thank you
so much for everything that you brought into the world. NVC has made such a
difference in my life and (I am told) in the lives of the others I touched with it over the
last nine years.
In gratitude
Olga
Certified Trainer with CNVC
UK/Russia/Vietnam
parabéns Marshall pelo dia do seu nascimento, eu sou especialmente grata pela sua

vida!
Flavia Penido
São José dos Campos- Brasil

You changed my life, it become more beautyful. Thank you and happy birthday! :-)

Dear Marshall, I learned a lot from NVC. The most important für me is: To be
present, to breathe, to feel, to live at every moment. Thank you so much. Susanne
(Switzerland)
Happy, Happy Birthday Marshall!
It has been an honor to have known you and learned from you for the past 25 years!
Know that your work continues to shine brightly touching thousands of lives daily
and inspiring people to find and make peace in their hearts, in their homes and in
their communities.
Hope you find fun ways to celebrate you on this special day!
With love and gratitude,
Sylvia Haskvitz
Tucson, AZ
USA

Dear Marshall,
I never met you in person, but your voice is often in my ear and I am so grateful for
everything I learned from you! Working with NVC gives me so much hope for a
change towards a peaceful world. especially in the Middle East, where I am involved
with NVC for several years now. But also in my personal life I feel so enriched
through NVC, much more alive and therefore much happier! I wish you happieness
and fun, health and love for your birthday. Hoch sollst du leben!
Janne-Hanoun
Germany
Dear Marshall, your dream is getting realized in harmony with heaven!
THANK YOU! LOVE!!!
Verena and her friends from Switzerland

happy birthday marshall! through you i have experienced love from the people who
are close to me and even accepting my self through connecting to my needs and
feeling.
for the gift that you have given to the world without looking at tribe or religion, we
cellebrate that we will spread the same to others mostly in africa.
happy birthday from kenya..
youre family.
regards.

joshua patroba. certification candidate from nairobi kenya
a self renewing gift - feeling deeper and deeper - understanding more and more getting softer and clearer moment by moment dear Marshall, may all the doors, your work helped me open, be open for you on the
unknown path of your future may the sunshine of love and understanding be always with you!
Helene, Freiburg, Germany

Parabéns ao Dr. Marshall por este trabalho de pesquisa maravilhoso e edificante!
Edivas Alves
Brazil-São Paulo
Dear Marshall,
"Nobel Peace Prize", though not engineered in the facts & media world, has been
truelly yours. I keep saying that you are NPP.
Thank you for all the personal sacrifices you have been making in order to fulflll your
mission.
No one but you could ever know how many they were.
And you, like anyone, couldn't ever know more than a tiny part of all the effects it has
had.
I send love to any fear or issue that might afflict you personally, as a human being
because I can feel it too.
Love to anybody around you.
Karin Schnurpfei
Happy Birthday, Marshall! Thank you for validating my feelings and needs and giving
me tools and insight into how to express my experience while holding myself and
others in compassion. Your work has brought more choice, openness and meaning
to my life and I still carry the joy of sharing a hug with you and Valentina at the IIT in
2006. Thank you so, so very much! May the joy you've given so many warm you
today and everyday. With affection and gratitude, Diane Kirschner, Brooklyn, NY

Dearest Marshall,
happy birthday!!!!
all love and light to you for your 80st,
meeting you has re-opend the door to the divine,
to spirituality.
I will always be grateful to you,
for your radical wisdom, deep love and peace you have brought into my and the
whole world,
all the best to you!!
With love –
Gabriele Seils
Lieber Marshall,
auch wenn ich immer wieder mal unsicher bin was ich überhaupt verstanden /
erkannt habe, so bin ich durch dich immer wieder mal auf dem Weg dem Leben

nachzuspüren.
Danke
RG Germany

Happy birthday
Thank you for living and sharing your vision
Georgis Germany
Dear Marshall, happy 80th birthday! I wish you lots of celebration with loved ones :)
I also want to express here my gratitude for your life's work, which has contributed so
much to me in connecting to, and contributing so others can connect to our shared
"humanity".
Big hug from Brazil,
Yur
Happy Birthday Marshall,
Thank you for the many gifts you have given to so many. NVC has allowed me to
connect to the beloved divine energy in me and others.
Love always . . .
Rodger Sorrow, Santa Barbara, CA
Happy Birthday Marshall,
thank you for all the time we spend together (since 2003 in Ljubljana, further Colone,
Steyerberg, Spa) and thank you for your personally support in some of my difficult
advices.
"May god bless and keep you allways, may your wishes all come true..."
Jan Mallmann-Kallenberg
(freier Trainer für Gewaltfreie Kommunikation in Düsseldorf)
Dear Marshall,
I wanna share with you my favorite birthday song that I had been gifted by a fellow
NVC practitioner in the U.S. Singing to you with shaky legs, as I still have not fully
recovered from the "I dont know how to sing"-trance ;-) "The Gods Danced the Day
You Were born, the Angels Gave A Bump To Gabriel's Horn, The Gods Danced the
Day You Were born - So Happy For The Gift Of Youuuuuuuu ...." Marshall, may you
continue walking this Earth imbued with all the qualities that make your heart sing,
may you experience love and sweet company with each step you take. With a heart
full of deep gratitude for who you are. Much love, Annett Zupke, Berlin

Happy Birthday Marshall! This life is transformed by the way you showed . Still
remember the days in Pune IIT with you in 2006. Love you and miss you.
Ramanusha
Sri Lanka
Dear Marshall, I wish you a very Happy Birthday.
I'm for ever gratefull to have crossed your path and for the impact you and your work

have had on my life and my work. Wish you all the best.
Inge Brink from Denmark

Happy happy birthday dear Marshall,
its a beautiful day, the sun is shining I am celebrating that you are in this world.
14 years ago when I did my first NVC workshop with you in Munich started a new life
for me, I was reborn, since then my live is a lot of fun, having authentic and empathic
connections with me and others. You and NVC made that possible. From the bottom
of my heart: thank you!!
Sven Fröhlich Archangelo
Campinas, Brazil
Happy Birthday dear Marshall ♥
I hold you forever in my heart with Love and deep Gratitude for how you have
touched my heart and filled my Life with peace and joy.
It is an honor to have met you. You are such a beautiful human being and shine so
brightly through your work. May you be blessed in all that you do and know that you
are LOVED!
Have a wonderful celebration
♥ Monika W. from Berlin, Germany

Dear Marshall,
I thank your mother and father for getting together and having you. Your love for
heart connection and the way you've expressed it has given me wings...at least a lot
of the time.
Wishing you peace and love,
Eliane (in Princeton, NJ)

Dear Marshall
Sending you all my love and blessings with a deep bow in gratitude. May you be well,
Simone from Switzerland
Dear Marshall,
NVC has transformed my life to be one of aliveness, purpose and so much greater
understanding of myself and humanity. Thank you for both the gift of a deep
understanding and process you gave the world - and for the community of people
that comes with it - my tribe...
Happy 80th Birthday!
love and gratitude,
Penny Spawforth, Wales, UK

Marshall, je te souhaite un heureux anniversaire, un moment de célébration de la vie.
Tu m'as fait découvrir le pouvoir de la gratitude, de la célébration et je te souhaite d'y
goûter encore et encore...

Chaque jour, je peux célébrer la manière dont tu me permets d'embellir ma vie, celle
de ma famille et celle des nombreuses personnes avec qui je suis en lien... Merci !
Françoise Keller, Lyon, France

It is challenging to find words to express a heart full of gratitude for the difference you
have made in my life, in my relationships, and in my daughters life. Thank you for
your focus and clarity in bringing NVC to us. Happy Birthday, Marshall
Loving Marshall,
Thanks for being you. The world is better because you exist.
Love,
Sibele W Garcez
Porto Alegre, Brazil

Dear Marshall,
Wishing you the happiest of birthdays and reflecting on the gifts that you have given
to so many; the gifts that keep on giving.
Cate in Brisbane, Australia

Appreciation Song for you Marshall on the melody of an Irish Song: "May bring us the
streets together" .
Nowtmy own text for you:
"May our hearts bring us together.
And so remain here and evertwhere.
strong are the words with all of us
bringing Feelings in a painful way.
And when we then can clarify,
is Relaxation within reach.
Thank you Marshall für your work
making peace possible for all of us."
In German:
"Mögen die Herzen uns zusammenführen.
Und so bleiben hier und überall.
Stark sind die Worte mit uns allen,
bringen Gefühle vor auf schmerzlich Art.
Und wenn wir dann klären können,
ist Entspannung greifbar nah.
Danke Marshall für deine Arbeit,
die uns Frieden möglich macht.

Dear Marshall
I am happy and thankful when I think of what you gave to me and so many others.
You enriched my life. I wish you all the best live has got.
Peter, Switzerland

Happy Birthday,

although we have never met, i really appreciate what you have created and initiated
with the invention of the nvc. It is more than an eyeopener to me and surprises me
every day. Many thanks. Enjoy your birthday.
Birgit
Darmstadt, Germany

Happy Birthday Marshall!
Thank you for your vision. It has saved my life. I wish you much love for what is.
Eva

CNV helps me so much in my life! I feel blessed to be in contact with it. In my
personal and professional and spiritual life :))
Gracias senior! Muito obrigada por existir!
Silvia Wya Poty, Curitiba/Brasil
Happy birthday Marshall and all the best to you!
I am very grateful for having had the opportunity to get to know you at an IIT - since
then your voice is often with me. Thanks for all the inner and outer changes this
evoked!
Warmly Isabel
Germany

Dear Mr. Rosenberg,
Happy birthday and thanks for the NVC
Aydin, Karlsruhe, Germany
Dear Marshall, I miss you in the community and thank you for all you iniciated during
40 years for the peace in the world!!
I want to send you all my best wishes for your 80th birthday, your health and lots of
energy for your heart! You are included and present in all my workshops about NVC!
Warmly from Switzerland
gerlinde

Dear Marshall,
We don´t know each other in person and maybe this will never happen at the same
time I feel really connected to you. NVC is one of the things that enriches my life the
most and I have a lot of gratidute that you brought and bring it to life. Right now your
work is living on in Ukraine :-) I wish you the best!! Warmly,
Marius

Thank you Marshall for unwillingly being a great example for all of us of what the
longing of only one person can change in the world, if that longing is taken seriously.
Thank you for coming to be yourself and so being the invitation to me to come to be
myself too.
Glückwünsche zum 80. Marshall :-))))
Helena, Trier, Germany

HAPPY B'day, MArShall!
I'm actually struggling to find some words to thank you for developing a "method"
with wich I deeply can connect with my feelings and allows me to build from there.
My life has changed deeply with NVC! Thank you, friend. hope you keep on
celebrating (and mourning). Big hug from Portugal
Joyeux anniversaire Marshall !
Marcelle Bélanger et Robert Bouchard
Québec- CANADA
Dear Marshall,
Since I met you in Hungary in 2005, your work has been giving me a huge
opportunity to drive me to the bottom of my heart and connect with life around me
with benevolence and care and presence.... My deepest gratitude to you and all the
people that inspired you on your path... I'm honored to walk in life with such gifts...
Happy birthday
Alexis, France
Dear Marshall,
I have never seen you. Probably I will never do. But you are in my heart. You simply
but deep tool helps me every day. Happy happy birthday! Sto lat as we say in
Poland. Magda

Felicidades hoje e sempre! Meu mundo é grato por seu trabalho!
Giovania Nicoliche Cruz - São Paulo – Brazil

Happy birthday Marshall,
I am SO glad you were born and we get to dance on the same planet at the same
time.
I am grateful to have met you once in New Zealand.
Bless you for your offerings for us all.
Love Kate Raffin in Australia

Dear Marshall,
I hope your 80th birthday brings you health, happiness and joy. The work you have
done is having a great positive effect. I remember with fondness the IIT I went to at
Glen Eden in 2002. Thanks for all you have done and continue to do.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY, Marshall
From: William Cerf
Brooklyn, NY USA

Dear Marshall,
Thank you very much for having brought NVC into my world.
It enriches my life in a wonderful way.
I wish you all the best and a very Happy Birthday!
Claudia Blacha

Karlsruhe, Germany
Dear Marshall,
thanks for your struggles and your seriousness to help life in all its forms to better
express and creatively connect - what a gift to the world !
Thanks also for your part in creating so many communities for sharing and learning
together.
If we have managed to convene a growing community of 5.300 friends of non-violent
communication on the internet that is certainly not "ours."
Best wishes for all the new transformations to come
Björn (Frankfurt Area, Hesse, Germany
Happy Birthday, dearest Marshall!
I am so grateful that we have met and that i learnt so much from you! Blessings to
you and Valentina - and may you have a wonderful 80th Birthday,
Edith Sauerbier

Dear Marshall Rosenberg.
NVC is one of the biggest gifts I have ever received. It has given me clarity and hope
for myself and the world.
NVC has also given me a lot of trouble... I can no longer close my eyes to where
honesty is requested of me.
In gratitude for the gift you have brought to me and many others, I wish you a happy
birthday - full of surprises... and trouble...
Peter Ulrik Jensen, Copenhagen
Marshall! Gratidão infinita por seu trabalho e por sua Vida! Estamos todos juntos
celebrando sua Vida com Você.
Muita vezes, muito obrigada!
Amor,
Emilene
Lieber Marshall,
Gewaltfreie Kommunikation gibt meinem Leben nicht mehr Tage aber meinen Tagen
mehr Leben. Seit 10 Jahren gebe ich Trainings in Gewaltfreier Kommunikation was
mich sehr erfüllt. Herzlichen Dank an Dich!
Viele Grüße,
Elisabeth Sachers aus München
Thank you, Marshall the gift of NVC you contributed to the world. I'm so grateful
having met you personally at the last IIT you were personally present.
Peter - Vienna,Austria

Thank you Marshall for all I received from you. It really changed my life!
Rambala Éva
Happy Birthday! Ich schreibe gerade eine Hausarbeit über Gewaltfreie
Kommunikation und je mehr ich darüber lese, desto mehr werde ich Fan! Ich
wünsche Ihnen ein harmonisches Leben und danke Ihnen für die Giraffensprache!
Julia Hahn

Germany

To MARSHALL,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY !!!
With gratutude,
Gabi from Austria
Happy birthday and thank you for bringing NVC into the world and in my life. NVC
have changed my life.
Gabi
Sehlde/Germany

